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ABSTRACT. Components of large-scale structure
(LSS) of Universe includes galaxy clusters, walls, laments, groups and eld galaxies. The question of
spatial organization of all these components remains
open despite of a number of recently developed methods of LSS analysis. In this paper we introduce new
continuous structural parameter of galaxy distribution
for the determinig of the type of LSS surrounding. This
parameter is based on comparison of the radial distribution of galaxies around the certain point with the
uniform one. Our method for structure parameter calculation is based on the distribution of 1000 closets
galaxies to the selected one. Such number was selected
because most galaxy clusters contains up to 1000 galaxies. When we exceed 1000th closest galaxy we will leave
possible cluster or lament and will pass to another
type of LSS. We suppose that in uniform distribution
of galaxies their number should increase as third power
a distance, similar to luminosity. Therefore the inverse
dependence of galaxy distance from number should be
cubic root. New structural parameter was introduced
as the dierence of this dependence of cubic root.
The main type of cosmic surrounding for a galaxy
is dened by the value and the sign of such structural
parameter. If a galaxy lie in a cluster the distances of
nearby galaxies will be less than cubic root. We integrated distance dierence for all 1000 galaxies and get
negative stuctural parameter in this case. If a galaxy
lie in a void, the distances of surrounding galaxies will
be larger than cubic root. In such case the structural
parameter will be positive.
New parameter was calculated for sky distribution
of SDSS galaxies at distances from 50 to 150 Mpc.
Analysing obtained values, we come to conclusion
that our structural parameter can be used for the
division of LSS components and extragalactic lament
detection.
Keywords: large-scale structure of Universe, galaxies,
laments.

ÀÁÑÒÐÀÊÒ. Êîìïîíåíòè âåëèêîìàñøòàáíî¨
ñòðóêòóðè Âñåñâiòó (ÂÌÑ) âêëþ÷àþòü ñêóï÷åííÿ
ãàëàêòèê, ñòiíè, ôiëàìåíòè, ãðóïè i ãàëàêòèêè
ïîëÿ.
Ïèòàííÿ ïðî ïðîñòîðîâå ðîçòàøóâàííÿ
âñiõ öèõ êîìïîíåíò çàëèøà¹òüñÿ âiäêðèòèì
íåçâàæàþ÷è íà âåëèêó êiëüêiñòü ñó÷àñíèõ ìåòîäiâ
àíàëiçó ÂÌÑ. Ó äàíié ðîáîòi ìè ââîäèìî íîâèé
íåïåðåðâíèé ñòðóêòóðíèé ïàðàìåòð ðîçïîäiëó
ãàëàêòèê äëÿ âèçíà÷åííÿ òèïó îòî÷åííÿ ó ÂÌÑ.
Âèçíà÷åííÿ ïàðàìåòðó ïîëÿãà¹ ó ïîðiâíÿííi
ðàäiàëüíîãî ðîçïîäiëó ãàëàêòèê íàâêîëî çàäàíî¨
òî÷êè ç îäíîðiäíèì ðîçïîäiëîì. Ïðè îá÷èñëåííi
ñòðóêòóðíîãî ïàðàìåòðà äëÿ îáðàíî¨ ãàëàêòèêè
âèêîðèñòîâó¹òüñÿ ðîçïîäië òèñÿ÷i íàéáëèæ÷èõ äî
íå¨ ãàëàêòèê. Òàêå ÷èñëî áóëî âèáðàíå îñêiëüêè
áiëüøiñòü ñêóï÷åíü ìiñòÿòü äî òèñÿ÷i ãàëàêòèê.
Ïiñëÿ âè÷åðïàííÿ òèñÿ÷i íàéáëèæ÷èõ ãàëàòèê
ìîæëèâå ñêóï÷åííÿ àáî ôiëàìåíò ìà¹ çàêií÷èòèñÿ
i ìè ïåðåéäåìî äî iíøèõ åëåìåíòiâ ÂÌÑ. Ìè
ïðèïóñêà¹ìî, ùî ó âèïàäêó îäíîðiäíîãî ðîçïîäiëó
êiëüêiñòü ãàëàêòèê (à òàêîæ ¨õ ïîâíà ñâiòíiñòü)
ìà¹ çðîñòàòè ïðîïîðöiéíî êóáó âiäñòàíi. Îòæå,
îáåðíåíà çàëåæíiñòü âiäñòàíi ãàëàêòèêè âiä ¨¨
ïîðÿäêîâîãî íîìåðà ìà¹ áóòè áëèçüêà äî êóái÷íîãî
êîðåíÿ. Íîâèé ñòðóêòóðíèé ïàðàìåòð ââîäèòüñÿ ÿê
iíòåãðàë âiäõèëåííÿ öi¹¨ çàëåæíîñòi âiä êóái÷íîãî
êîðåíÿ.
Òèï âåëèêîìàñøòàáíîãî îòî÷åííÿ ãàëàêòèêè
âèçíà÷à¹òüñÿ âåëè÷èíîþ i çíàêîì ñòðóêòóðíîãî
ïàðàìåòðà.
ßêùî ãàëàêòèêà çíàõîäèòüñÿ ó
ñêóï÷åííi, âiäñòàíi ñóñiäíiõ ãàëàêòèê áóäóòü ìåíøi,
íiæ çà óñåðåäíåíîþ çàëåæíiñòþ ç êóái÷íèì êîðåíåì.
Ïðè äîäàâàííi ðiçíèöü äâîõ çàëåæíîñòåé äëÿ òèñÿ÷i
ãàëàêòèê îòðèìó¹òüñÿ âiä'¹ìíèé ñòðóêòóðíèé
ïàðàìåòð.
ßêùî æ ãàëàêòèêà çíàõîäèòüñÿ ó
âîéäi, âiäñòàíi ñóñiäíiõ ãàëàêòèê áóäóòü áiëüøi
çà êóái÷íèé êîðiíü ç íîìåðà. Ó öüîìó âèïàäêó
ñòðóêòóðíèé ïàðàìåòð áóäå äîäàòíèì.
Íîâèé ïàðàìåòð áóâ îá÷èñëåíèé äëÿ ðîçïîäiëó
ïî íåáó ãàëàêòèê SDSS íà âiäñòàíÿõ âiä 50 äî 150
Ìïê. Àíàëiç îòðèìàíèõ çíà÷åíü äîçâîëÿ¹ çðîáèòè
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âèñíîâîê ïðî òå, ùî òàêèé ïàðàìåòð ìîæå áóòè
âèêîðèñòàíèé äëÿ ðîçäiëåííÿ êîìïîíåíòiâ ÂÌÑ i
âèÿâëåííÿ ìiæãàëàêòè÷íèõ ôiëàìåíòiâ.
Êëþ÷îâi
ñëîâà:
âåëèêîìàñøòàáíà ñòðóêòóðà
Âñåñâiòó, ãàëàêòèêè, ôiëàìåíòè.
1. Introduction

Large-scale structure (LSS) of Universe is complex
but mostly covered from direct optical observations.
Galaxies are the only type of light emitting sources at
cosmological scale, but they posess minor part of total
mass of matter. In some special cases it is possible to
nd the distribution of dark matter in galaxy clusters
by pecular velocities or gravitational lensing (Kaiser,
1993; Parnovsky, 2004). There are dierent views
on distribution of LSS elements. Results of analysis
of observations and simulations are controversal.
The most common view on LSS is to consider voids
bordered by walls, walls consisting from laments and
laments which has clusters, groups and eld galaxies.
In this work we propose a method for numerical
evaluating the type of LSS element for any point
of extragalactic space based on the coordinates of
nearby galaxies. The method was tested with modern
catalogs of isolated galaxies (Karachentseva, 2010;
Karachentsev, 2011).
2.

Types of LSS elements and methods of

their description

In the rst case of uniform distribution of galaxies in
space we will consider the luminosity of galaxies as the
main observable parameter. For physical analysis of
LSS evolution the mass is more important, but it can
be evaluated correct for very little part of galaxies. The
study of mass/luminosity ratio is wide and complex direction of extragalactic astronomy (Girardy, 2000) but
in this work we will explain LSS only by the distribution of visible light of galaxies. Moreover, in the current
paper we will assume that all galaxies has the same luminosity and hence the large-scale cosmic structures
will be analysed only by galaxy positions and density.
If all galaxies are indentical and little enough, their total number and luminosity will increase as the third
power of radial distance. Such uniform distribution
should be teseted for observable Universe at the scales
much less and larger than 100 Mpc, the main scale of
cosmic web. If the number of galaxies around the chosen point grow as the rst power of distance, nearby
LSS should be considered as one-dimensional, i.e. lament. If luminosity increase as squared radius, such
region will be called a wall.
To determine the morphological type of local LSS we
build the cumulative luminosity function (CLF) for the
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chosen point. As it was mentioned before, we count
only the number of galaxies but not magnitudes and
M/L relation for CLF estimation. An excess or depression could be found for CLF at lower scales. If
there is an excess we can say that chosen point (or
central galaxy) lies in cluster. If there is a depression,
then the galaxy should be located in the void. Now we
introduce the large-scale structural parameter as normalized depression at cumulative luminosity function.
It should have largest values for isolated galaxies and
low (negative) values for cluster galaxies. The main
cases of possible usage of structural parameter are the
following.
1. One LSS element in uniform matter distribution.
We can nd its type by local power index of CLF and
the value of the structural parameter. The shape of
CLS is important for detailes description of current
structure. For example, it is possible to detect galaxy
cluster and to select appropriate radial prole of dark
matter distribution for it. For detailed description of
each LSS element a number of numerical structural parameters are needed, but even two parameters can not
be calculated for real data of galaxy observations.
2. Complex system of LSS elements repeating periodically in the space. Suppose that void has radius R
and walls are thin. Then we should not build CLF for
distances larger than 2R. We can expect large number
of observale galaxies at this range for the Local Universe. By the CLF shape it is possible to describe LSS
in details. But in the ultimate worst case there could
be no galaxies at all. Such opposite situations lead to
the following issues. Is was supposed above that all
galaxies are similar. But if we will consider the brightest galaxies (for periodic LSS), each of them will be the
central galaxy of a cluster at the intersection of some
number of voids, walls and laments. For example, in
graphite-like spatial grate each cluster is the point of
connection of 4 voids, 6 walls and 4 laments. The
number of mentioned brightest galaxies should be proportional to the number of voids. For the current state
of observational astronomy it is easy to nd a distance
at which even one observed galaxy per void or cluster
can not be guaranteed. This distance is a limit of any
assumption of uniform distribution of galaxy positions
and luminosities.
3. Discrete distribution of dierent single galaxies
behind the mentioned limit. That galaxies are very
bright and tends to have random distribution. Is it
possible calculate their structural parameters and put
them to some place in LSS? Consider a galaxy, its nearest neighbour and the luminosiites of these two. It is
important to measure the minimal distance between
galaxies in the units of void radius. This parameter can
be used for the description of distant Universe unstead
of CLF shape. The brightest galaxies in the Universe
will appead once per many LSS cells. Very probably
they will be beamed AGNs and this is only one from a
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number of selection eects at such large distances. In
this extreme case of many cells between two uniquely
bright galaxies we can ll space between them with
normal distribution of faint galaxies with some upper
luminosity limit. It will be some kind of model of distant galaxy distribution with apriori parameters. In
the rest part of a paper we will consider parameters of
galaxy distribution from much closer region.
In this paper we describe LSS by special structural
parameter anticorrelated with density contrast of dark
matter mass and galaxy luminosity. Consider a list of
cosmic structures in the order of increasing isolation.
1. Central galaxy of a cluster
2. Galaxy near the cluster center
3. Galaxy in the periphery of cluster
4. Galaxy in a group
5. Galaxy in a pair or triplet
6. Field galaxy in the lament
7. Isolated galaxy in the wall
8. Isolated galaxy in the void
We suppose here that LSS consist from cells with
walls at the borders and voids inside the cells. Walls
themselves consist from laments. Groups and clusters may appear in the laments according to necklace
model. The largest clusters tends to be found at the
intersection of laments. In this work we will consider
the following LSS elements:
1. Cluster. Galaxy is counted as galaxy in cluster if
it can pass cluster diameter at Hubble time. Galaxies
in cluster are tied by common gravity eld. So groups,
triplets, pairs and interacting galaxies are considered
as clusters. Cluster is compact overdensity in spatial
galaxy distribution. It can be surrounded by ellipsoid
with some limit ellipticity.
2. Filament. It is one-dimensional galaxy overdensity. Filament can be curved but we can not describe
the shape of lament with our structural parameter.
According to inconsistency of dierent methods for lament detection from observational data, the locations
and forms of certain real laments seems to be doubtful. Structural parameter, introduced in the present
work, is the next attempt to distinguish laments from
visible galaxy distribution.
3. Wall. Although laments may not so obvious,
there are well dened underdensities in the Universe
i.e. voids. The volume between voids is much larger
than the volume of clusters. This volume is generally
referenced as walls. It is natural to consider the walls
as two-dimensional overdensities.
4. Voids should contain isolated and eld galaxies
but not clusters and groups. There is a problem to
locate the border between void and wall. For example,
in the case of two nearby maximums in the distribution
of structural parameter, then they should be assigned
as voids and the space between them should include
the wall.
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These elements describe a medium in which the
structural parameter is calculated. Its value increases
from cluster to void. The method of normalization of
our structural parameter is the following. To reduce
the eect of peculiar velocities in redshift space, we
take a sample of galaxies in 100 Mpc redshift span
and don't use their distances at the next stages. This
corresponds to suggestion that all galaxies of our
sample lie in a single layer of LSS. Hence all galaxies
are placed on celestial sphere with the radius equal
to unity. Then the normalized distances were found
from one selected galaxy to another N=1000 nearby
galaxies. Such distances (R) are measured in angular
units i.e. radians. The averaged angular distance
of nearby galaxies is an extra value for local LSS
description. The value of the structural parameter
is an integrated dierence of cubic root function
from R(N) dependence. So this value is the excess
of average angular distance above uniform distribution.
3.

Distribution of structural parameter for

real galaxies

To estimate optimal distance range for CLF and
structural parameter calculation we found the following bounds. Hyperleda extragalactic database contains
18619 galaxies within v3k=3500 km/s that corresponds
Local Supecluster. We illustrate the completeness of
current observational data with D/L relation, where D
is average distance between nearst observable galaxies
and L=100 Mpc - the size of cosmic web cell. At z=0.2
(6 layers of superclusters) the ratio D/L=0.2 and at
z=1 D/L=4. There are 3 layers and 180 voids at low
redshift (z<0.1) with 1000 galaxies per void. According
such relations we concluded that the method of CLF
analysis is correct at distances up to 1000 Mpc.
In this work we selected from HyperLeda database
redshift region from 3000 to 10000 km/s that corresponds to Coma supercluster position. It is the most
appropriate sample of galaxies for LSS study (Tugay,
2012; Tugay, 2014).
We nd three main types of R(N) dependences.
1. Cluster-like galaxy surrounding. The most galaxies has distances less than cubic root and structural
parameter is negative. An example of such dependence
is shown in a Fig. 1.
2. Void-like surrounding. The most galaxies has distances larger than cubic root and structural parameter
is positive (Fig. 2).
3. Intermediate case in which N(R) dependence intersect cubic root one or more times (Fig. 3). In such
case structural parameter may lie in wide range of positive and negative values. The distribution of number
of intersections from structural parameter is shown at
Fig. 4. The value of structural parameter is the dierence of galaxy angular distance (in radians) from cubic
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Figure 1: Cumulative luminosity function for a galaxy Figure 4: Distribution of number of intersections from
structural parameter.
in cluster-like surrounding.

Figure 2: CLF for a galaxy in void-like surrounding.

Figure 5: Sky distribution of HyperLeda galaxies with
lowest value of structural parameters.

Figure 3: The intersection of uniform relation by CLF
should be referred as wall or lament.

Figure 6: Regions with possible laments.
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Figure 7: Void candidates according to largest values
of structural parameter.
root function averaged for one thousand nearby galaxies. To distinguish void-like regions we selected the values of structural parameter less than -0.03. Negative
values from -0.03 to 0 were considered as corresponding
to lament, wall or group regions.
Galaxies in void-like surrounding has much larger
distances to neighbours. We analysed the distances to
1000th closest galaxy as secondary structural parameter (SSP). To estimate how CLF characterise isolated
galaxies, SSP was also calculated for 2MASS selected
isolated galaxy catalog 2MIG (Karachentseva, 2010).
Results are presented in Table 1. SSP is systematically larger for 2MIG galaxies.
Table 1: Secondary structural parameter for HyperLeda and 2MIG galaxies measured in centiradians (34
arcmin). SSP is angular distance to 1000th nearest
galaxy. HL-2MIG is HyperLeda sample without 3227
galaxies with largest SSP. Only minor part of these
galaxies are 2MIG members.
Sample
HyperLeda
2MIG HL-2MIG
Num. of galaxies
89904
3227
86677
Minimal SP
1.1
4.5
1.1
Average SP
11.1496 16.8932
10.9358
Error of avg.SP
0.0161 0.1171
0.0159
Scatter
4.8
6.7
5.0
Maximal SP
38.1
38.1
22.4
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Sky distributions of galaxies with dierent values of
structural parameter are presented at Fig 5-7. These
distributions leads to the following conclusions.
1. Structural parameter is smoothe continous value.
Largest clusters, such as Coma at Fig. 7, can not be
detected with it.
2. Cluster-like regions represents systematical eects
of Hyperleda sky coverage and has minor correlation
with real clusters.
3. The most clear picture of cosmic web can be
seen only in the zone of SDSS coverage (120<RA<240
deg, 0<DEC<60 deg), where observational data are
the most dense and uniform. Regions of intermediate
values of structural parameter could be used for
lament detection.
4. Conclusion

We developed a new method for LSS description
by the distribution galaxy positions. New structural
parameter can be used for dening LSS elements at
distances up to 1000 Mpc.
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